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Two-component systems are the major means by which bacteria couple adaptation to environmental changes. All utilize a phosphorylation cascade from a histidine kinase to a
response regulator, and some also employ an accessory protein. The system-wide signaling fidelity of two-component systems is based on preferential binding between the signaling proteins. However, information on the interaction kinetics between membrane
embedded histidine kinase and its partner proteins is lacking. Here, we report the first analysis of the interactions between the full-length membrane-bound histidine kinase CpxA,
which was reconstituted in nanodiscs, and its cognate response regulator CpxR and accessory protein CpxP. Using surface plasmon resonance spectroscopy in combination with
interaction map analysis, the affinity of membrane-embedded CpxA for CpxR was quantified, and found to increase by tenfold in the presence of ATP, suggesting that a considerable portion of phosphorylated CpxR might be stably associated with CpxA in vivo. Using
microscale thermophoresis, the affinity between CpxA in nanodiscs and CpxP was determined to be substantially lower than that between CpxA and CpxR. Taken together, the
quantitative interaction data extend our understanding of the signal transduction mechanism used by two-component systems.
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Introduction
Two-component systems are the predominant class of signal transduction systems that enable
bacteria to cope with environmental change. The classical two-component system comprises a
sensor histidine kinase and a response regulator [1]. Upon stimulation, the kinase is autophosphorylated at a conserved histidine residue. The phosphoryl group is subsequently transferred
to a conserved aspartate in the cognate response regulator, which then mediates the response.
The response is terminated either by “passive” dephosphorylation of the response regulator
owing to intrinsic instability, or by the kinase activity itself in the case of bifunctional histidine
kinases [1]. Importantly, a high degree of specificity between a histidine kinase and its cognate
response regulator facilitates precise regulation and prevents unwanted cross-talk between
unrelated two-component systems [2, 3]. This specificity is provided by specific amino acid
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residues on the interaction surface between the sensor histidine kinase and the response regulator, which determine the relative affinity between such signaling proteins [4–6]. The measured
affinities (KD) between cognate signaling proteins range between 1 and 5 μM [4, 7–11].
Some two-component systems are additionally regulated by an accessory protein [12–14].
Such proteins can be found in all compartments of a bacterial cell. In Gram-negative bacteria
such as Escherichia coli the cytosol is delimited by a peptidoglycan envelope, which is composed of an inner membrane, the periplasmic space (including the peptidoglycan layer) and an
outer membrane. Furthermore, the envelope bears exposed surface structures such as flagella,
secretion systems and adhesins [15]. Several cytosolic accessory proteins have been shown to
control the metabolic status of the cell by modulating the interaction between sensor histidine
kinase and response regulator, and thus the final readout of a two-component system [16]. But
how most accessory proteins in the envelope influence signal transduction by two-component
systems remains unclear, even in cases where the sensor histidine kinase activity targeted by
them is known [17]. However, no quantitative data relating to the interaction between an
accessory protein and its cognate kinase are currently available.
The Cpx two-component system (Cpx-TCS) of E. coli is an excellent model for investigations of signal integration, signal transduction and partner specificity in two-component signaling. The Cpx-TCS detects and responds to envelope perturbations by regulating the
expression of chaperones and proteases, macromolecular surface structures and other stressresponse systems [18–21]. Importantly, in pathogenic strains, the Cpx system has an impact
on host colonization and biofilm formation [reviewed in [22–24]]. Thus the Cpx-TCS regulates
the expression of key virulence transcriptional regulators, such as VirF of S. flexneri [25, 26], of
virulence determinants such as the P pili of uropathogenic E. coli [27] and of colonization factors in Xenorhabdus nematophila. The Cpx-TCS consists of the sensor histidine kinase CpxA,
the response regulator CpxR and the accessory protein CpxP (Fig 1A) [28, 29].
CpxA is a structural and functional homodimer and exhibits the typical architecture of sensor histidine kinases, including an extracytoplasmic sensor domain that contains a PAS fold
and protrudes into the periplasm, two membrane-spanning transmembrane domains in the
cytoplasmic membrane, and the cytoplasmic “effector moiety” [30, 33]. This last is linked to
one of the transmembrane domains and is composed of a HAMP domain that comprises two
helices. These encompass the DHp domain and form a four-helix bundle in the homodimer.
The DHp domain in turn is connected via a loop-region to the catalytically active ATP-binding
domain [29]. CpxR is a typical response regulator with an N-terminal receiver domain, which
dimerizes upon phosphorylation by CpxA. Phosphorylation of CpxR activates the attached Cterminal output domain, which in turn effects regulation of gene expression. CpxP is a periplasmic protein that inhibits the Cpx system in a negative feedback loop [34]. The cpxP gene is
the most strongly induced CpxR target gene under conditions of envelope stress [35]. Deletion
of cpxP results in mild induction of the Cpx response, which can be further enhanced by other
stimuli [34]. Interestingly, complete inhibition of the Cpx response by CpxP is achieved only
when the latter is overproduced [34]. In addition to its inhibitory function, CpxP, together
with the periplasmic protease DegP, is indispensable for quality control of misfolded envelope
proteins that are misrouted during biogenesis [27, 35, 36]. Recent studies have demonstrated
that the inhibitory and quality-control functions of CpxP are linked. CpxP acts as a homodimer
that inhibits CpxA kinase activity through direct interaction in unstressed cells [17, 31, 37].
Salt stress and misfolded envelope proteins disrupt this interaction, thus inducing the Cpx
response [37]. This dynamic interaction between the sensor histidine kinase CpxA and the
accessory protein CpxP seems to be important for the function of the system [36]. Hence, it is
of interest to quantitatively investigate the kinetics of this interaction. To date, the interaction
has been investigated on a functional basis using proteoliposomes (PLS), at the structural level
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Fig 1. Schematic representation of the Cpx system and its incorporation into lipid bilayer systems for
functional analysis. (A) The sensor histidine kinase CpxA is located in the inner membrane as a
symmetrical homodimer. Upon stimulation, trans-autophosphorylation commences and phosphotransfer to
the response regulator CpxR takes place [30]. Phosphorylation of CpxR activates a variety of responses. The
accessory protein CpxP acts as a dimer to maintain CpxA in an inactive state [17, 31]. (B) Schematic
representation of CpxA incorporated into a proteoliposome (left) or a nanodisc (right). By employing
nanodiscs (ND), it is possible to avoid certain experimental limitations associated with proteoliposomes
(PLS), e.g. limited accessibility of the target protein and their large und unstable nature. NDs provide an
essentially native and fully controllable nanoscale phospholipid bilayer and permit structural-functional
experimentation in solution. The ND is composed of phospholipids that associate as a bilayer, which is
bounded a ring formed by two amphiphilic Membrane-Scaffolding-Protein (MSP) molecules [32].
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0149187.g001

using peptide arrays or qualitatively using mSPINE [17, 31, 37]. Accordingly, quantitative
parameters of the interaction are lacking and should preferably be determined by independently monitoring association (ka) and dissociation (kd) rates. These kinetic parameters of
interaction can then be correlated with the physiological state of the cell.
Here, we have investigated the affinities of the reconstituted sensor histidine kinase CpxA
for its cognate response regulator CpxR and its accessory protein CpxP in order to understand
the functionality and dynamics of the system. We chose to reconstitute CpxA into nanodiscs
(ND), because this would allow us to carry out affinity measurements with partner proteins
from both sides of the membrane. NDs are composed of a membrane protein, a nanoscale
phospholipid bilayer and two copies of a genetically modified “Membrane Scaffolding Protein”
(MSP), which wrap around the disc-like bilayer (Fig 1B, right panel) [38]. Our results demonstrate that the CpxA-ND has a high affinity for its cognate response regulator CpxR, which is
increased approximately 10-fold upon phosphorylation. Importantly, the ND approach
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allowed us for the first time to determine the affinity between a membrane-embedded sensor
histidine kinase and its accessory protein. Interestingly, the affinity between CpxA-ND and the
accessory protein CpxP is much lower than that between CpxA and CpxR.

Materials and Methods
Overproduction and purification of MSP1D1
The sequence encoding the membrane scaffolding protein MSP1D1 was subcloned from
pMSP1D1 (Addgene) into pBAD24 using NcoI and HindIII restriction sites. MSP1D1 was produced in E. coli TG1 cells grown in TB medium (per liter: 12 g tryptone, 24 g yeast extract, 5 g
glycerol; 10x stock TB salts per liter: 23.1 g KH2PO4, 125.4 g K2HPO4), purified as described in
[32], aliquoted and stored at -80°C. For SPR measurements, the attached His-tag was removed
by treatment with TEV protease. The TEV protease, cleaved His-tags and uncleaved MSP1D1
were removed by adding Ni-NTA Agarose (Invitrogen), stirring for 1 h at 4°C and pelleting the
resin using Pierce1 Centrifuge Columns, as verified by immunoblot analysis with antibodies
directed against the His-tag.

Overproduction and purification of E. coli CpxA, CpxR and CpxP
CpxA-His6, His6-CpxR and His6-CpxP were overproduced in E. coli BL21(DE3) <pLysS>
(Novagen) from pI3CpxA, pI4CpxR, and pRF6, respectively, and purified as described previously [17]. CpxA-Strep was overproduced in the same host from pI1CpxA. Cells were grown
at 30°C in a 5-l fermenter (Biostat B, Sartorius) and harvested 3 h after induction of cpxA
expression with 0.5 mM IPTG. Membrane vesicles were prepared as described in [37], and solubilized in 50 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 300 mM NaCl, 300 mM KCl and 1% (w/v) n-dodecyl β-Dmaltoside (DDM). The protein was purified by using 1-ml Strep-Tactin1 Superflow1 columns
(IBA GmbH) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The major fractions were pooled
and concentrated, and the buffer was changed to 50 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 100 mM NaCl, 100
mM KCl and 0.1% DDM. Proteins were then aliquoted, shock-frozen in liquid nitrogen and
stored at -80°C.

ND and PLS assembly
To promote formation of nanodiscs (ND) in accordance with Denisov et al. [32], a molar ratio
of protein-to-lipid of 1:65 was chosen using “E. coli Extract Total” by Avanti1. MSP-to-CpxA
molar ratios were generally set to 1:1. Proteoliposomes were created according to [17], except
that β-cyclodextrin was used instead of polystyrene beads to remove detergent, as described in
the following. The reconstitution mixtures were incubated at room temperature (RT) for 5
min. Reconstitution was carried out using β-cyclodextrin essentially as described in [39]. Thus
PLS or ND formation was initiated by adding a 2-fold excess of β-cyclodextrin over detergent
(DDM) and mixing rapidly. Samples were centrifuged for 5 min at 16,000g to remove aggregates prior to further experimentation.

Analytical size-exclusion chromatography (SEC)
To monitor successful ND formation, analytical SEC was conducted on a Superdex™ 200 10/
300 GL column at RT as described in [32]. The flow rate was 0.3 ml/min and the buffer consisted of HEPES-buffered saline (20 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl). Control experiments were conducted by applying MSP monomers (40 μM) in 500 μl buffer, or empty ND
(40 μM MSP in 500 μl). For the CpxA-ND run, 500 μl of reconstituted sample containing MSP
(40 μM) and CpxA (27 μM) was applied and peaks were subsequently pooled, concentrated via
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Amicon Ultra 0.5 ml Centrifugal Filters (Ultracel -10K), and analyzed by 10% SDS-PAGE.
Fractions were analyzed for phosphotransfer activity as described in Supplemental Materials.

TEM
For negative staining of proteins Formvar-coated 400-mesh copper grids (Plano) were used.
CpxA in ND or PLS was diluted in buffer (50 mM Tris/HCl pH 7.5, 150 NaCl) to a concentration of 1 μM, and a drop of the solution was applied to a grid and incubated for 1 min. After
removing excess protein solution with filter paper, the grid was washed thrice with H2O and
immediately stained with filtered 2% (w/v) uranyl acetate for 1 min. Excess stain was removed
with filter paper and the grid was dried for at least 1 h at RT in the dark. TEM was performed
using a Zeiss EM 902A microscope operated at 50 kV and equipped with 2K wide-angle slowscan CCD camera (TRS). Images were taken at 250,000x magnification and analyzed with ImageSP software (TRS image SysProg).

Autophosphorylation assay
Autophosphorylation activity was determined according to (16). In brief, CpxA-His6 was
reconstituted in PLS or ND at a final concentration of 1.5 μM. The reaction mixture consisted
of 50 mM KCl and Tris-glycerol-DTT buffer (50 mM Tris/HCl pH7.5, 10% glycerol (v/v), 2
mM dithiothreitol). The kinase reaction was initiated by adding the appropriate volume of a
20x ATP-Mix (100 mM MgCl2, 0.9 mM ATP, 30 μCi [γ-32P]ATP, and Tris-glycerol-DTT
buffer). Samples were taken after 1, 5, 10, 20 and 30 min, and the reaction was stopped by addition of 5x SDS sample buffer [40]. Samples were immediately subjected to SDS-PAGE and
after the run the gels were dried for 3 h under vacuum and heating at 70°C. The gels were then
exposed to phosphorimager plates overnight and analyzed using a STORM™ 820 phosphorimager and Quantity One1 software.

Phosphotransfer assay
CpxA-His6 was reconstituted at a final concentration of 5 μM in PLS or ND, and His6-CpxR
was added (final concentration 5 μM). The reaction was started by adding the appropriate volume of a 20x ATP-Mix (100 mM MgCl2, 0.9 mM ATP, and Tris-glycerol-DTT buffer). Samples
were taken after 1, 5, 10, and 15 min, the reaction was stopped by addition of 5x SDS sample
buffer, and then subjected to analysis by Zn2+-Phos-tag™ PAGE (50 μM Phos-tag acrylamide,
10% (w/v) acrylamide) as described [41]. As a control, 5 μM CpxR was chemically phosphorylated by acetyl-phosphate, using 5 μM CpxR, 10 mM acetyl-phosphate in phosphorylation
buffer (50 mM Tris/HCl pH 7.6, 50 mM KCl, 20 mM MgCl2) and Tris-glycerol-DTT buffer for
20 min as described. Gels were stained with Coomassie blue, scanned and analyzed using GelQuantNet software (BiochemLabSolutions.com).

Surface plasmon resonance assays
SPR assays were performed in a Biacore T200 using Xantec CMD500-D carboxymethyl dextran sensor chips (XanTec Bioanalytics GmbH) that had been coated with anti-His antibodies
from the Biacore His-capture kit (GE Healthcare), as this chip surface allows for complete
regeneration of His-tagged molecules from a sensor chip in a capturing SPR approach. The
chips were first equilibrated with HBS-EP buffer (10 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 3 mM
EDTA, 0.005% (v/v) detergent P20) until the dextran matrix had swollen. Then, two of the
four flow cells on each sensor chip were activated by injecting a 1:1 mixture of N-ethyl-N(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride and N-hydroxysuccinimide using the
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standard amine-coupling protocol. Both flow cells were then loaded with a final concentration
of 50 μg/ml of anti-His antibody in 10 mM acetate (pH 4.5) using a contact time of 420 s, so
that the surfaces contained antibody densities equivalent to ~10,000 resonance units (RU).
Free binding sites on the flow cells were saturated by injection of 1 M ethanolamine/HCl
(pH 8.0). Preparation of chip surfaces was carried out at a flow rate of 10 μl/min. Analyses of
interaction between CpxR-His6 and CpxA in nanodiscs (CpxA-ND) were then performed in
HBS buffer (10 mM HEPES (pH 7.4), 150 mM NaCl). First, CpxR-His6 (50 nM) was captured
in the second flow cell using a contact time of 60 s at a constant flow rate of 10 μl/min, followed
by a stabilization time of 20 s so that approximately 300 RU of CpxR-His6 were captured.
Increasing concentrations (25 nM, 50 nM, 2x 100 nM, 250 nM, 500 nM and 1000 nM) of
CpxA-ND or phosphorylated CpxA-P-ND (in the presence of 2 mM Mg2+-ATP) were then
injected onto both flow cells using a contact time of 180 s each and a final dissociation step
(600 s) using a flow rate of 30 μl/min. As a control, similar concentrations of empty nanodiscs
were injected onto the chip. After each cycle the chip was regenerated by injection of 10 mM
glycine (pH 1.5) for 60 s at a flow rate of 30 μl/min over both flow cells, which completely
removes CpxR-His6 from the surface. All experiments were performed at 25°C. Sensorgrams
were recorded using Biacore T200 Control software 1.0 and analyzed with Biacore T200 Evaluation software 1.0. The surface of flow cell 1 was used to obtain blank sensorgrams for subtraction of the bulk refractive index background. The referenced sensorgrams were then
normalized to a baseline of 0. Spikes in the sensorgrams at the start and the end of the injections emerged from the run-time difference between the flow cells on each chip.

Interaction Map1 (IM) analysis
IM calculations were performed on the Ridgeview Diagnostic Server (Ridgeview Diagnostics).
For this purpose, the SPR sensorgrams were exported from the Biacore T200 Evaluation Software 1.0 as  .txt files and imported into the TraceDrawer Software 1.5 (Ridgeview Instruments,
Uppsala, Sweden). IM files were created using the IM tool included in the software, generating
files that were sent via e-mail to the server (im@ridgeviewdiagnostics.com) where the IM calculations were performed [42]. The resulting files where then evaluated for spots in the TraceDrawer 1.5 software, and the IM spots were quantified.

Microscale thermophoresis
Affinity measurements using microscale thermophoresis (MST) were carried out with a Monolith NT.115 instrument (NanoTemper Technologies). CpxA-Strep or MSP1D1 were labeled
using the NanoTemper NHS NT-647 labeling kit. The labeling reaction was performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions, and applying a final concentration of 20 μM protein
with a 3x molar excess of dye at RT for 30 min in the dark. Free dye was eliminated using the
supplied dye-removal columns equilibrated with CpxA-Strep storage buffer (50 mM HEPES
(pH 7.5), 100 mM NaCl, 100 mM KCl, 0.1% DDM), or HEPES-buffered saline (20 mM HEPES
(pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl), respectively. Labeled CpxA-Strep was reconstituted into nanodiscs
at a final concentration of 300 nM as described above. CpxR or CpxP was diluted in HEPESbuffered saline creating a dilution series of 16 1:1 dilutions (735 to 0.02 μM for CpxP and 475
to 0.014 μM for CpxR). For the thermophoresis experiment, each ligand dilution was mixed
1:1 with 300 nM labeled CpxA-Strep in nanodiscs, yielding a final CpxA concentration of
150 nM and a dilution series of 367.5 to 0.01 μM for CpxP and 237.5 to 0.007 μM for CpxR. To
analyze the effect of ATP on the affinity between CpxA and CpxR, the CpxA-Strep nanodiscs
were supplemented with 500 μM ATP and 5 mM MgCl2 before mixing with CpxR dilutions.
All experiments were incubated for 2 min at RT, before applying samples to Monolith NT
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Standard Treated Capillaries (NanoTemper Technologies). Thermophoresis was measured at
RT with 5 s/30 s/5 s laser off/on/off times. Experiments were conducted at 50% LED power and
20% MST IR-laser power. Data from at least three independently performed experiments were
analyzed (NT.Analysis software version 1.5.41, NanoTemper Technologies) using the signal
from Thermophoresis + T-Jump. Baseline correction was performed and data were averaged
and fitted using the law of mass action.

Results
Reconstitution of CpxA into nanodiscs
In order to improve our knowledge of the functionality and dynamics of the Cpx system, we
set out to measure the affinities of the sensor histidine kinase CpxA for its cognate response
regulator CpxR and its periplasmic accessory protein CpxP. In particular, we wished to determine for the first time the interaction kinetics between a sensor histidine kinase (CpxA) reconstituted in a lipid bilayer and partner proteins that interact with it from different sides of the
membrane (CpxR is a cytosolic protein, whereas CpxP is found in the periplasm). This precluded the use of the well-established liposome-based in vitro signal transduction system [17],
as CpxA is incorporated into proteoliposomes (CpxA-PLS) in inverse orientation (Fig 1B, left
panel), rendering the periplasmic sensor domain of CpxA inaccessible to externally added
CpxP. Moreover, we could not use detergent-solubilized CpxA for affinity measurements,
since detergent-solubilized CpxA and CpxA-PLS differ in their biochemical properties, as previously demonstrated by inhibitor studies [17]. Consequently, we chose to reconstitute CpxA
in nanodiscs (CpxA-ND) (Fig 1B, right panel), which allowed us to investigate CpxA signaling
in a native lipid bilayer affording full accessibility to all moieties of the protein. Membraneprotein reconstitution is conventionally achieved by employing appropriate molar ratios of
MSP to transmembrane protein to phospholipid and then removing the detergent [38]. Here,
we used instant detergent removal mediated by β-cyclodextrin instead of the polystyrene-bead
approach to initiate reconstitution of CpxA [39].
Reconstitution of the sensor histidine kinase CpxA into ND was monitored by analytical
size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) (Fig 2A) [32]. A sample of purified membrane scaffolding protein (MSP1D1) served as a control and as a marker for the elution volume of unassembled NDs, i.e. MSP monomers (Fig 2A, red curve, peak 9). The peak was analyzed by
SDS-PAGE and only MSP1D1 (24.7 kDa) was detected (Fig 2B, lane 9). As a second control,
general ND assembly was also examined (Fig 2A, empty ND, blue curve) using a molar ratio of
1:65 of MSP1D1 to lipids, in accordance with Denisov et al. [32]. The distinctive shift of the
curve (peak 7) to lower elution volumes demonstrates that the use of cyclodextrin for detergent
extraction permits successful assembly of NDs. The first detected peak (Fig 2A, blue curve,
peak 6) eluted at the void volume (V0) and presumably represents aggregated NDs. Only
MSP1D1 could be detected (Fig 2B, lane 6). Analysis of the putative ND peak at 14 ml (Fig 2A,
blue curve, peak 7; Fig 2B, lane 7) and the consecutive peak (blue curve, peak 8; Fi 2B, lane 8)
revealed only MSP1D1 (Fig 2B), with the consecutive peak representing monomeric MSP1D1
[32]. Injection of the reconstitution mixture consisting of ND with CpxA produced five discernible elution peaks (Fig 2A, CpxA-ND, black curve). Peak 1 was obtained at V0 and contained presumably aggregated CpxA and MSP1D1, as shown in lane 1 (Fig 2B). Peaks 2 and 3
correspond to species of NDs containing different copy numbers of CpxA per ND. Based on
the SDS-PAGE patterns, where lane 2 shows a significantly more intense band at around 52
kDa than does lane 3 (Fig 2B), together with the fact that CpxA forms a stable dimer [30], it is
conceivable that peak 3 contains one CpxA dimer and peak 2 two CpxA dimers per ND. Peak
4 eluted at the same elution volume as empty NDs (peak 7) and was confirmed by SDS PAGE
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Fig 2. Characterization of nanodiscs containing sensor histidine kinase CpxA (CpxA-ND). (A)
Analytical size-exclusion chromatography. Elution profiles of the pure MSP (MSP monomers, red), empty
nanodiscs (blue), and CpxA-ND-complexes (black), respectively. Peaks are numbered (see text for details).
(B) SDS-PAGE analysis after sample concentration using Amicon Ultra Centrifugal Filters of the peaks
labeled in A. (C) TEM analysis of CpxA-NDs (left) and CpxA-PLS (right). The scale bar represents 50 nm.
CpxA-ND samples contain characteristic ring-like structures (indicated by white arrows) of about 10 nm in
diameter. The CpxA-PLS (right image) shows multilaminar structures with diameters of 50 nm in size and
more.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0149187.g002

to contain mostly MSP1D1 (Fig 2B, lane 4), whereas peak 5 eluted at the elution volume of
monomeric MSP1D1 (compare with peaks 8 and 9). Analysis confirmed the prevalence of
MSP1D1 in peak 5 (Fig 2B, lane 5). Moreover, the functionality of possible CpxA contents in
peaks 1–5 was investigated to further elucidate the efficacy of CpxA reconstitution (S1 Fig).
Next, we investigated whether or not CpxA-ND specimen contained any PLS as side products by subjecting samples of CpxA-ND or CpxA-PLS to transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) (Fig 2C). In the CpxA-ND sample, we found structures that corresponded in size to the
theoretical ND diameter of 10 nm (Fig 2C, left image) [32]. The rod-like structures that can
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also be seen (Fig 2C, left image) presumably represent CpxA-ND complexes that are flipped
onto their sides due to the loading with membrane protein (CpxA), as suggested by Shi et al.
for SNARE complexes in ND [43]. The TEM image on the right in Fig 2C shows CpxA-PLS.
These liposome structures were 50 nm in size, and clearly larger than the structures observed
in the CpxA-ND sample. Additionally, multilaminar structures were observed, which resemble
TEM images of liposomes obtained by Gobin et al. [44] and DeGrip et al. [39].

CpxA embedded in nanodiscs is active
In order to examine whether the sensor histidine kinase CpxA is functional in ND, we compared the biochemical activities of full-length CpxA incorporated into either ND or PLS. First,
we investigated the autokinase activity of CpxA by addition of [γ-32P]ATP. The activity was
assayed for 30 min in total (Fig 3A).
Samples were withdrawn at the indicated time points, and the reaction was quenched by
addition of SDS sample buffer. The samples taken at the first time point (i.e. 1 min) were set as
the initial quantity of phosphorylated CpxA. In both experimental approaches, the amount of
CpxA~32P increased more than twofold within the first 10 min. The autophosphorylation rate,
as well as the maximal phosphorylation of CpxA, was similar for ND and PLS (Fig 3A).
Amounts of CpxA~32P decreased after 10 min, an effect which has also been observed for the
histidine kinase ArcB [45].

Fig 3. CpxA is functional in nanodiscs. (A) Phosphorylation activities of the sensor histidine kinase CpxA
in ND and PLS. Autophosphorylation was initiated by addition of [γ32-P]ATP. Samples were withdrawn at the
indicated time points. The plot (lower panel) shows the results of densitometric analysis (of triplicate gels) of
the autoradiograms in (A) The amount of CpxA~32P seen after 1 min was set to 1 and used for normalization
of the other values. (B) Phosphotransfer from CpxA to CpxR. CpxR was phosphorylated using CpxA in ND
(&) and in PLS (ρ), respectively, and a representative gel is shown (the experiment was performed in
triplicate). A control experiment (lane marked with C;  in the plot) was carried out by phosphorylating CpxR
with acetyl-phosphate for 15 min. Phosphotransfer was initiated by concomitant addition of CpxR and ATP.
Samples were withdrawn at the indicated time points and subjected to a Zn2+-Phos-tag™ PAGE.
Densitometric analysis of the CpxR~P bands was performed and mean values were plotted (lower panel).
Error bars indicate the standard deviation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0149187.g003
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Next, the efficacy of phosphotransfer activity was assayed for CpxA-ND and CpxA-PLS
using Phos-tag™ PAGE [46]. The readout using Phos-tag™ PAGE was sufficiently clear-cut to
make radiolabeling unnecessary (Fig 3B). CpxA was reconstituted as described before, incubated with CpxR in the presence of ATP, and samples were withdrawn after 1, 5, 10 and 15
min. As control, CpxR was chemically phosphorylated with acetyl-phosphate, which is capable
of phosphorylating response regulators [47, 48], as donor. The ratio of phosphorylated to nonphosphorylated CpxR was determined by densitometry after SDS-PAGE (Fig 3B). Interestingly, the analysis clearly showed an increase in phosphotransfer rate and a higher final level of
CpxR~P for CpxA-ND compared to CpxA-PLS (Fig 3B), with amounts of CpxR~P after 15
min being approximately 1.5-fold higher in CpxA-ND than in CpxA-PLS samples. Apparent
saturation (after 15 min) at around 40% CpxR~P was achieved for CpxA-PLS, whereas the
level observed with ND was about 65% CpxR~P (Fig 3B), indicating that CpxA in ND retains
more phosphotransfer activity. Together, these results demonstrate that the sensor histidine
kinase CpxA is functional in ND.

ATP potentiates the interaction between CpxA and CpxR
After establishing functional reconstitution of the sensor histidine kinase CpxA into ND we
sought to investigate the kinetic parameters of the interaction between CpxA-ND and its cognate response regulator CpxR. We used SPR to determine the kinetics (ON/OFF rates) of binding of CpxA in real time. To this end, His6-CpxR was captured onto a sensor chip that had
been preloaded with anti-His antibodies. Then, increasing concentrations of CpxA-ND (25
nM-1000 nM) were injected. After each cycle, His6-CpxR was regenerated from the chip and
recaptured. We clearly detected increased binding of CpxA-ND to CpxR with increasing
CpxA-ND concentrations (Fig 4A, left panel).
Furthermore, when CpxA-ND was first phosphorylated (CpxA-P-ND) by adding ATP and
MgCl2, subsequent binding of CpxR was enhanced, as revealed by an approximately two-fold
increase in the maximal binding rate (Response Units; see Fig 4A, middle panel). Moreover,
dissociation rates were clearly decreased when CpxA-P-ND were used instead of CpxA-ND,

Fig 4. Binding of CpxA-ND and CpxA-P-ND to CpxR. (A) Binding of CpxA-ND to CpxR-His6 was analyzed
by SPR. CpxR-His6 was captured via the His-tag onto a CM5 sensor chip coated with anti-His antibody, and
solutions of 25 nM (purple), 50 nM (dark blue), 100 nM (blue and red), 250 nM (green), 500 nM (yellow), 1000
nM (orange) of CpxA-ND, CpxA-P-ND or equal amounts of empty ND were passed over the chip. The data
presented come from one of three independently performed experiments. (B) Interaction Maps1. The green
squares represent the CpxA-ND/CpxR interaction (ka = 2.01 x 103/M*s; kd = 4.73 x 10−4/s; KD = 236 nM), the
blue squares the CpxA-P-ND/CpxR interaction (ka = 1.76 x 103/M*s; kd = 4.38 x 10−5/s; KD = 24.8 nM).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0149187.g004
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indicating a stabilization of the complex. As expected, ND without CpxA showed no binding
to His6-CpxR, confirming the specificity of the sensorgrams (Fig 4A, right panel). However,
the sensorgram shapes did not conform to the typical 1:1 binding curve, as those obtained with
high concentrations of CpxA-ND or CpxA-P-ND did not reach saturation, indicating that the
curves record a combination of different binding events. This multivalent interaction might be
caused by non-specific interaction of the NDs with each other at high concentrations. To quantify the binding kinetics, we calculated Interaction Maps1 (IM) [42]. Briefly, the IM algorithm
splits the experimental SPR dataset into several theoretical monovalent binding curves and
identifies the binding curves which together best fit the experimental data. By plotting the association rate ka and the dissociation rate kd within a two-dimensional distribution it is then possible to display heterogeneous binding data as a map in which each peak corresponds to one
component that contributes to the cumulative binding curve. As shown in Fig 4B, the IM calculated for the CpxA-ND-CpxR interaction shows one major peak with an association rate ka of
2.01 x 103/M s and a dissociation rate kd of 4.73 x 10−4/s. The overall binding affinity (KD) for
this interaction would therefore be at 236 nM. Furthermore, a small peak with a high association and high dissociation rate appeared but, since the weight of this peak was calculated to be
less than 10%, it was assumed to reflect unspecific binding of the NDs to each other or a bulk
effect, and therefore neglected. The IM calculated for the CpxA-P-ND-CpxR interaction
resulted in two major peaks, one representing the interaction of non-phosphorylated the sensor
histidine kinase CpxA with the response regulator CpxR. Furthermore, a peak appeared representing a 10-fold higher affinity (KD = 24.8 nM), which we interpret as the interaction of
CpxA-P-ND with CpxR. The association rate for this interaction is comparable to that found
for non-phosphorylated CpxA (ka = 1.76 x 103/M s), and the lower dissociation rate (kd = 4.38
x 10−5/s) accounts for the higher affinity, as was already discernible in the sensorgrams. The
two peaks with high association rates also had peak weights below 10% and were therefore not
taken into account.
To the best of our knowledge, this study quantifies for the first time the interaction between
a full-length sensor histidine kinase and its cognate response regulator in their native, membrane-bound, state. Our data clearly show that ATP increases the affinity between the sensor
histidine kinase CpxA and its cognate response regulator CpxR, and that the enhanced affinity
is mainly caused by decreased dissociation rather than increased association rates.

CpxP displays only weak affinity for CpxA
Next, we used CpxA-ND to measure the interaction between a sensor histidine kinase and its
accessory protein. However, attempts to measure the affinity between CpxA-ND and its accessory protein CpxP using surface-sensitive detection techniques failed to yield reliable results
(data not shown), indicating that the two proteins have very weak affinity for each other or the
covalent coupling might interfere the binding event. Hence, we resorted to microscale thermophoresis (MST) to quantify the strength of interaction between CpxA-ND and its periplasmic
accessory protein CpxP. For that purpose, CpxA was fluorescently labeled using the NHS NT647 labeling kit, which is based on the idea that typically one primary amine per protein is
labelled following a statistical distribution of the labelling position, and that the most molecules
are not labelled in the vicinity of the interaction site [49, 50]. Labeled CpxA was then reconstituted in a 1:1 molar ratio into ND and the final concentration was kept constant at 150 nM.
First we quantified the interaction of CpxA-ND with its cognate response regulator CpxR as
a proof of principle and compared the affinity to that determined with SPR technique. For that
purpose, CpxR was diluted in a 16-step 1:1 dilution series and mixed 1:1 with CpxA-ND solution, resulting in final ligand concentrations of 237.5–0.007 μM for CpxR (Fig 5A).
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Additionally, control experiments with empty NDs (fluorescent labeled MSP1D1, 150 nM final
concentration) were conducted, showing no interaction between NDs and CpxR (Fig 5F). The
KD between CpxA-ND and CpxR was determined to be 3.7±0.5 μM (Fig 5A), 10-fold higher
than the value (236 nM) determined with SPR. One possible reason for this difference is that
the MST binding curve too represents a mixture of binding events and, unlike SPR, MST is limited to providing thermodynamic affinity constants at steady state and does not derive them

Fig 5. Affinities of CpxA-ND to CpxR in presence of nucleotides as well as CpxA-ND to CpxP. Affinities were measured using MST (A) Interaction
between CpxA and CpxR. (B) Negative control: Empty NDs were titrated with CpxR. (C) Interaction between CpxA-ND and CpxR in presence of ADP+MgCl2
to mimic the phosphatase-competent state. (D) Interaction between CpxA and CpxR in the presence of ATP and MgCl2. (E) Interaction between CpxA-ND
and CpxR in presence of AMP-PNP+MgCl2 to trap CpxA in the state prior to phosphotransfer. (F) Interaction between CpxA and CpxP. The concentration of
the NT-647 labeled CpxA-ND was kept constant at 150 nM, and the concentrations of the non-labeled binding partners were varied (0.01 to 367.5 μM for
CpxP and 0.007 to 237.5 μM for CpxR). (n = number of independent measurements; error bars indicate the standard deviation).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0149187.g005
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from association and dissociation rates. Also, the interaction might be perturbed by the NHS
ester fluorescent label tethered to CpxR. In the next experiment the phosphatase-competent
state of CpxA was mimicked by addition of ADP and MgCl2 (Fig 5C). The resulting affinity of
1.6 ± 0.3 μM was in the same order of magnitude as for the experiment in absence of nucleotides (Fig 5A). In addition, one series of experiments was designed to monitor the effect of
phosphorylation on the CpxA-CpxR interaction (Fig 5D). With MST we also observed a
10-fold increase in the affinity (0.55±0.06 μM) of CpxA-ND for CpxR in the presence of ATP,
similar to that determined by SPR. The nucleotide-dependent effect was further confirmed by
addition of the non-hydrolysable ATP-analogue AMP-PNP (Fig 5E), which mimics the nucleotide-bound state before ATP hydrolysis. A KD of 0.11 ± 0.02 μM was observed which depicts
a five-fold higher affinity for CpxA-ND to CpxR compared to the presence of ATP, but still
remains in the same range. This result could be ascribed to the fact that rapid ATP hydrolysis
gives rise to a heterogeneous mixture of kinase-competent and phosphatase-competent states
of CpxA, whereas AMP-PNP solely favors the kinase-competent state.
Overall, these experiments clearly support the idea that MST is suitable for quantification of
the interaction between CpxA-ND and its cognate response regulator CpxR. Hence, MST was
also employed to determine the affinity between CpxA-ND and its accessory protein CpxP.
CpxP was diluted in a 16-step 1:1 dilution series and mixed 1:1 with CpxA-ND resulting in
final ligand concentrations of 367.5–0.01 μM CpxP. Although we employed the maximum
stock concentration of CpxP, which is close to the critical concentration for precipitation, we
could not distinctively obtain the point of saturated binding of CpxP to CpxA-ND. Nevertheless, we were able to estimate the KD to be > 100 μM, which confirms the relative lack of affinity between both proteins (Fig 5E). In summary, the combination of ND and MST has allowed
us to quantify the affinity between a histidine kinase and its periplasmic accessory protein.

Discussion
The stability of the signaling complex is crucial for the efficacy of a stress-sensing system, such
as the Cpx envelope-stress two-component system. Additionally, accessory proteins, such as
CpxP, often play an important role in modulating a two-component system. Here, we investigated for the first time the parameters of interaction between a full-length reconstituted sensor
histidine kinase and its cognate response regulator as well as its accessory protein. To this end,
we have chosen nanodisc (ND) membranes as tool for analyses of the biochemical activities of
a bacterial sensor histidine kinase and its affinities for functional interactors. The key advantage of NDs is that proteins embedded in them are accessible from both sides of the membrane
bilayer. The physicochemical properties of the sensor histidine kinase CpxA incorporated into
ND (CpxA-ND) indicate that the bulk of CpxA is successfully reconstituted and functional,
whereas aggregated CpxA and empty NDs can be removed via SEC. CpxA is reconstituted as
two dimers per ND, or as one dimer per ND to a nearly equal extent, using a 1.5-fold excess of
MSP1D1. This observation is compatible with previous results [30] suggesting that the cytosolic domain of CpxA, which consists of the HAMP, DHp and CA domains, exists as a mixture
of dimers and tetramers in solution. TEM analysis demonstrated successful formation of
CpxA-NDs without significant concomitant creation of PLS as a byproduct. Additionally, the
diameter and the shape of the CpxA-NDs were in accordance with the expected values [32, 43].
Moreover, the autophosphorylation activities of CpxA-ND and CpxA-PLS were comparable
and the phosphotransfer activity was significantly higher for CpxA-ND.
The nanodisc approach allowed us to determine the affinity of the full-length, membraneembedded histidine kinase CpxA for its cognate response regulator CpxR. Importantly, the
affinity between a sensor histidine kinase and its response regulator demonstrates specificity
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that is displayed by kinetic preference for phosphotransfer from the former to the latter [4].
However, affinities to their cognate response regulators were so far either determined for soluble cytosolic histidine kinases such as TcrY, CrdS or CheY [4, 9] or for truncated soluble catalytic domains of sensor histidine kinases such as for EnvZ, AgrC or AHK [7, 8, 10, 11]. We
assayed the affinities between CpxA-ND and CpxR by SPR in combination with IM1 analysis
and found that an approximately 10-fold increase in binding strength between CpxA-ND and
CpxR is observed in the presence of ATP. In addition to SPR, we used microscale thermophoresis (MST) to verify these results. In contrast to SPR, which is based on surface immobilization,
the MST technique works in solution and employs loaded capillaries to investigate the motion
of binding partners induced by a temperature gradient [49, 50]. Although the absolute values
obtained with MST were higher than those from the SPR and IM approach, the 10-fold
increase in binding strength between CpxA-ND and its response regulator CpxR seen in the
presence of ATP was confirmed. The difference in the absolute values might be due to the fact
that affinities are measured at steady-state by MST, unlike SPR, in which affinities are derived
from the association and dissociation rates. Another possible explanation for this difference is
that fluorescence labeling of CpxA might affect the binding affinity of CpxA for CpxR. The tenfold rise in the affinity of CpxA-ND for CpxR in the presence of ATP agrees with recent findings for the AgrAC quorum-sensing TCS of Staphylococcus aureus [11], in which ATP doubles
the affinity of the cytosolic domain of the sensor kinase AgrC (AgrCCyto) for the response regulator AgrA.
According to our results the sensor histidine kinase CpxA and the response regulator CpxR
form a stable complex. This complex formation is conceivable since in contrast to most other
TCSs, a considerable high proportion of CpxR is phosphorylated by acetyl-phosphate in a
CpxA-independent manner [48]. Thereby, CpxR receives stimuli that are associated with
growth and central metabolism and depend on the Pta-AckA pathway, and are independent of
CpxA activation. Moreover, we observed a higher dissociation rate of the two proteins under
non-activating conditions, perhaps indicating that the phosphatase function of CpxA is important to modulate the cellular levels of phosphorylated CpxR. Hence, the default mode of action
of CpxA might be as a phosphatase. In this context, parallels with the LiaRS system become
obvious, as it has been suggested that in LiaS the phosphatase activity predominates [51].
Importantly, incorporation of CpxA into nanodiscs permitted determination of the affinity
between a sensor histidine kinase and its accessory protein. Since SPR is not suitable for detection of low-affinity interactions due to unspecific interactions of proteins with the dextran
matrix of the sensor surface at high concentrations, we sought to investigate the interaction
between sensor histdine kinase CpxA and its accessory protein CpxP via MST. However, the
point of saturation for the interaction between CpxA-ND and CpxP could not be reached,
revealing an apparent KD > 100 μM. However, all MST measurements were conducted in
aqueous solution, which does not take the impact of macromolecular crowding into account.
Macromolecular crowding affects the rate constants and equilibrium constants of protein-protein interactions. Accordingly, dissociation constants are altered by favoring association kinetics [52]. In addition, the diffusion coefficient of proteins in the periplasmic space is reduced by
up to 40-fold relative to the diffusion coefficient in buffer [53, 54]. The periplasmic space comprises about 20% of the bacterial cell volume [55], and this space limitation might further
increase the effective protein concentrations. This leads to a drastic reduction in diffusion in
the periplasmic space, which is presumed to be caused predominantly by macromolecular
crowding which is characterized by increased microviscosity, transient binding, hydrodynamic
effects and confinement [54]. Hence, macromolecular crowding can enhance interactions
between proteins present in low copy numbers under wild-type conditions [56]. This is in line
with observations that the periplasmic accessory protein CpxP measurably inhibits the Cpx
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response only when cpxP is overexpressed [34, 35, 37]. From this we conclude that the molar
ratio of CpxA to CpxP is critical to render CpxP capable of inhibiting CpxA autokinase
activity.
In summary, our kinetic analysis of the interaction between a sensor histidine kinase and its
interacting regulatory protein offers new insights into two-component signaling. Accordingly,
we postulate that the primary role of CpxP is to act as a chaperone for misfolded proteins
rather than as an inhibitor of CpxA, and that CpxA and CpxR form a stable complex with a
prolonged half-life upon signaling.

Supporting Information
S1 Fig. Phosphorylation of CpxR by SEC samples. To verify functional reconstitution of
CpxA in ND transphosphorylation of CpxR by SEC samples was analyzed. Phosphotransfer
was initiated by concomitant addition of CpxR and ATP. Samples were withdrawn after 15
min and subjected to a Zn2+-Phos-tag™ PAGE. Numbering corresponds to peak labeling in
Fig 2A. As loading controls purified CpxA, purified CpxR, purified MSP and acetyl-phosphate
phosphorylated CpxR were used.
(TIF)
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